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Read Books, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This vintage book contains an introduction to William James s
ideas of philosophical pragmatism. Written in the highly readable and enjoyable style James is
renowned for, this book will appeal not only to philosophy enthusiasts, but also to anyone in love
with the possibilities of English prose. This fascinating book elucidates the reasons why students of
philosophy are still reading his ideas a century after the lectures that comprise this work were
delivered. Comprised of eight lectures given in Boston and New York in 1906 and 1907, this book
provides a great summary of some of James s most important philosophical ideas, and constitutes
a must-read for anyone interested in this great philosopher s work. This book was originally
published in 1907, and is being republished now with a new prefatory biography of its author.
William James was an American psychologist and philosopher, commonly hailed as the father of
American psychology. His other notable works include: Principles of Psychology (1890) and The
Meaning of Truth (1909).
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Reviews
These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia Schoen
This kind of publication is almost everything and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this
created e publication. I am effortlessly can get a pleasure of reading through a created ebook.
-- Keon Lowe
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